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          During these uncertain times due to the Corona Virus Pandemic the WithoutaKey Store has closed.  We hope you and your family stay well, so whilst you are at home hopefully these eBooks can help while away the time.

        

        
            Some of these eBooks are being provided free of charge, the remainder are offered for a low one-off charge each.
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          About WithoutaKey

          A family run website supporting LockSport enthusiasts for over 27 years.
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                One of the most popular handheld lock pick guns over the last 20 years.  If you have one, get this manual, specially written to give best results.
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                If you want to learn how to impression keys, this is the eBook for you.

                Simple instructions on how to make your own keys from a blank key.

                You will get a PDF (126KB) file
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                There are so many Lock Picking tools out there it can be difficult to know which tools you should choose. This guide will help.

                The other books that you have read will probably teach you all you need to know about the techniques of lockpicking but most teach you little about the tools that you need.

                What this guide does is to tell you what tools you actually need to build up a basic tool kit for lockpicking and gives you a good understanding of the tools described.

                You will get a PDF (694KB) file
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                Learn non-destructive entry techniques for padlocks.


                By reading this guide you will quickly learn and understand the many methods available to you to open padlocks in a non-destructive way.  Thus allowing you to choose the best method of entry.


                Discover what tools exist to open padlocks, what they do and how best to use them.


                You will quickly learn the best method of attack for each padlock and be in a position to choose the quickest method available. Don’t mess about with one technique if there is a quicker and more effective one available to you. You want to be able to choose the best tool for the job to get the job done as quickly as possible. That job is opening padlocks!

                You will get a PDF (216KB) file
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                This book is a quick and effective guide to opening locks with bypass techniques and also includes specific bypass methods for specific locks.

                Bypassing locks is often quicker than picking the lock if you know what method to use and what will work on the particular lock you wish to open.

                In the case of combination locks many locks have ways to open them even without having to discover the correct combination.

                Within these pages you will find specific locks discussed, and revealed are the bypass methods that will work best for each lock.

                You will get a PDF (244KB) file
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                Downloaded more times than MIT's guide (probably) and definitely copied as much.  Updated multiple times since it was first published more than 20 years ago.  The definitive guide to picking locks.
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